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In his book The 360 Degree Leader, John Maxwell wrote: “Years ago, I used to tell new leaders
I hired that every person in our organization walked around with two buckets. One bucket
contained water, and the other gasoline. As leaders, they would continually come across small
fires, and they could pour water or gasoline on the fire. It was their choice” (p. 102).

I have found this to be true. Leaders, especially those embedded in the middle of an
organization, many times are in a position to pour gasoline on good fires, pour gasoline on
destructive fires, pour water on positive flames of innovation, or pour water on negative fires of
discord. If the wrong bucket is poured on the wrong flame, there can be drastic consequences.

Good fires. Often a leader sees small sparks in the lives of people: someone stepping out into a
new area, an innovative idea, a kind word, a commitment to excellence, a willingness to explore,
faithfulness. These little flames are often blown out by winds of monotony. Leaders should
expend a considerable amount of their resources reinforcing the things that are working well.
Catching someone doing something right is equally as important as catching someone doing
something wrong. Routines and faithfulness are seldom acknowledged. Drench them with
gasoline!

Bad fires. Leaders also come across fires that need to be extinguished: discord, lack of vision,
hopelessness, gossip, negativity, grumbling, insecurity. These little flames are often fanned by
others with similar feelings. Even though a leader might agree with a person and understand the
source of the fire, the goal should be to extinguish the fire, not to fuel it. It is very easy for
leaders to use the complaints of others to vicariously address their own complaints. Leaders
sometimes have to swallow their own opinions and frustrations in order to keep a volatile
situation from exploding. Douse those fires with water!

Here are two examples of how a good spark and a bad spark can be fueled or extinguished.

A bad spark of offense
Gasoline: Support their complaint, trash their supposed enemy, and leave the whole thing a
flaming mess that someone else at a higher level will have to deal with. People will get burned.

Water: Acknowledge their complaint, redeem their supposed enemy, leave the whole thing
better than you found it. The encounter becomes a growth opportunity for everyone.

A good spark of creativity
Gasoline: Acknowledge their contribution, praise them publicly, direct them to resources to
further their journey, offer your support in the future.



Water: Say and do nothing. Downplay the accomplishment as another day at the office. After all,
they are just doing their job.

So what do we do with fire? That depends on what kind of fire we encounter. Knowing when to
be a pyromaniac versus a fire fighter is crucial.
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